
SUBJECT: SCIENCE

MONTH CHAPTER/TOPIC LEARNING OUTCOME
ACTIVITY/PROJECT/

ASSIGNMENT

MODE OF TEACHING-

LEARNING

(SYNCHRONOUS/

ASYNCHRONOUS)

PPT/VIDEOS
ASSESSMENT 

(ONLINE/

OFFLINE)

HOME BASED 

EXPERIMENT/ACTIVITY

MONTH 1

CH:1  MY EXTENDED FAMILY

CH:2  CHANGE IN FAMILIES
Child  identifies relationship with and among 

family members in extended family. 

Make your extended family tree. Paste the 

photograph of each member and write his/her name 

below. 

Write your relationship with each member of the 

family under his/her name. 

SYNCHRONOUS PPT AND VIDEOS
online test using

 google form

*Encourage the student to play 

some traditional games. 

eg. kho-kho, stappoo, hide- and 

–seek  at home with siblings or 

neighbors. 

Parents may accompany their 

children to spend quality time 

together.

MONTH 2

CH: 4  OUR SENSE ORGANS

CH: 5  TEETH Understand sense organs and teeth. 
 Make a poster on"WORLD ORAL

 HEALTH DAY".
SYNCHRONOUS PPT AND VIDEOS Online oral test

 Prepare a song and sing 

the song of senses.

MONTH 3

CH: 6  HOW DO WE GET FOOD?

CH: 7  WATER SOURCES

CH: 8  HOW WATER GETS 

DIRTY?

Realize te importance of food and water.
*With the help of a flow chart write the journey of 

your  favourite fruit or vegetable to your house.
SYNCHRONOUS PPT AND VIDEOS

ONLINE short 

answer

 questions

* Prepare a speech for the 

topic water pollution.

MONTH4

CH:9 HOUSES-  THEN AND NOW

CH:10 FUN AT PLAY AND 

RECREATION

Identifies different types of houses, 

familiries play games and some recreations
*Write a story related to "SLUMS" SYNCHRONOUS VIDEOS

online test using

 google form

*Melas have always been an 

important part of indian culture. 

Melas are generally organized at 

the time of festivals.

Find out the names of five 

important Melas organized in in 

India and collect related photos.

MONTH 5

CH: 11

HOW THEY LEARNT THEIR 

SKILLS
* Discuss some occupations and related tools.

 Prepare an interview for a 

carpenter/tailor/driver. 
SYNCHRONOUS PPT

online test using 

google form

* Gender does not affect the 

occupation of a person. 

Write an essay on this topic.
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